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Leases
Leases (1.260.040)
• Issued: December 2018
• Updated interpretation
• Effective:
• For fiscal years beginning after December 15, 2019
• Early implementation is allowed
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OLD
• If a covered member enters into a leasing agreement
with an attest client during the period of the
professional engagement, the self‐interest threat would
be at an acceptable level and independence would not
be impaired if all the following safeguards are met:
• The lease meets the criteria of an operating lease
• The terms and conditions are comparable with other leases
of a similar nature
• All amounts are paid in accordance with the lease terms or
provisions
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New
• When a covered member enters into or has a lease
with an attest client, self‐interest, familiarity, and
undue influence threats to the covered member’s
compliance with the “Independence Rule” may exist.
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New or Renegotiated Leases
• If a covered member who is an individual on the attest
engagement team, an individual in a position to
influence the attest engagement, or the firm enters
into a lease or renegotiates terms of an existing lease
with an attest client during the period of the
professional engagement, threats to compliance with
the “Independence Rule” would not be at an
acceptable level and could not be reduced to an
acceptable level by the application of safeguards.
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New or Renegotiated Leases
• Independence would be impaired, unless all of the
following safeguards are met at the time of entering
into or renegotiating the lease:
• The lease is on market terms and established at arm’s length
• The lease is not material to any of the parties to the lease
• All leases between the covered member and the attest client
should be considered in the aggregate
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New or Renegotiated Leases
• Once the covered member enters into or renegotiates
the lease, threats to the covered member’s
compliance with the “Independence Rule” would not
be at an acceptable level and could not be reduced to
an acceptable level by the application of safeguards,
and independence would be impaired if the lease
amounts are not paid in accordance with the lease
terms or provisions by the due date or within any
available grace periods during the period of the
professional engagement.
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Existing Leases
• The covered member should evaluate the
significance of any threats to determine whether
the threats are at an acceptable level.
• If the covered member determines that threats are
not at an acceptable level, the covered member
should apply safeguards to eliminate or reduce the
threats to an acceptable level.
• If no safeguards are available to eliminate or reduce
threats to an acceptable level, independence would be
impaired.
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Existing Leases
• A covered member who is an individual on the attest engagement
team, an individual in a position to influence the attest
engagement, or the firm has a lease with an attest client that was:
a) entered into or renegotiated prior to the:
• period of the professional engagement,
• member becoming a covered member, or
• counterparty becoming an attest client or an affiliate of a financial
statement attest client, or

b) entered into or renegotiated during the period of the professional
engagement, in compliance with the standard, but, due to a
change in circumstances after the lease is entered into or
renegotiated, the lease becomes material to any party to the
lease during the period of the professional engagement.
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Existing Leases, Cont’d
• The significance of the threats will depend on factors:
• The role of the covered member on the attest engagement or
with the firm
• The materiality of the lease to the covered member or the
attest client during the period of the professional engagement
• Whether multiple leases exist with the attest client and, if so,
the aggregate materiality of those leases to the covered
member or the attest client
• The extent to which the lease will be subject to attest
procedures or financial statement disclosures
• The duration of the lease term
• If the lease is on market terms or established at arm’s length
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Client Affiliate
• A covered member who is an individual on the attest
engagement team, an individual in a position to influence
the attest engagement, or the firm may have a lease that
does not meet the requirements of the Leases interpretation
under the Independence Rule with an entity described under
items c–l of the definition of affiliate during the period of the
professional engagement.
• The covered member should use the Conceptual Framework for
Independence to evaluate whether any threats created by the
lease are at an acceptable level.
• If the covered member concludes that threats are not at an
acceptable level, the covered member should apply safeguards
to eliminate the threats or reduce them to an acceptable level.
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Hosting
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Hosting Services
Hosting Services (1.295.143)
• Issued: July 2017
• New Interpretation
• Effective:
• Originally September 1, 2018
• Delayed July 1, 2019
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Definition
• Nonattest services that involve a member accepting
responsibility for the following:
• Acting as the sole host of a financial or non‐financial
information system of an attest client
• Taking custody of or storing an attest client’s data or records
whereby, that data or records are available only to the attest
client from the member, such that the attest client’s data or
records are otherwise incomplete
• Providing electronic security or back‐up services for an
attest client’s data or records
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Independence
• When a member provides hosting services, the
member is maintaining the attest client’s internal
control over its data or records.
• The management participation threat to the
member’s compliance with the “Independence
Rule” would NOT be at an acceptable level, and
could NOT be reduced to an acceptable level by the
application of safeguards, and independence
would be impaired.
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Examples: Hosting
• Housing the attest client’s
website or other non‐financial
information system
• Being the attest client’s business
continuity or disaster recovery
provider
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Examples: Hosting
• Keeping the attest client’s data or
records on the attest client’s behalf
• the attest client’s general ledger
information, supporting schedules
(i.e. depreciation, amortization)
• lease agreements or other legal
documents are stored on the
member’s firm’s servers or servers
licensed by the member’s firm or the
member is responsible for storing
hard copy versions of the data or
records
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Examples: NOT Hosting
• Using general ledger software to facilitate the delivery
of bookkeeping services when either of the following
occurs:
• The member and the attest client maintain separate
instances of the software on their respective servers, and
the member provides updated financial information
electronically to the attest client.
• The attest client enters into an agreement with a third‐party
service provider to maintain its software in a cloud‐based
solution and grants the member access to the software so
that the member can perform the bookkeeping service for
the attest client
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Examples: NOT Hosting
• Licensing software to an attest client that
the attest client uses to input its data and
receive an output that the attest client is
responsible for maintaining, provided the
software does not perform an activity
that, if performed directly by the member,
would impair independence.
• Having possession of a depreciation
schedule prepared by the member, provided
the deprecation schedule and calculation
are given to the attest client so that attest
client’s books and records are complete.
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Information Systems
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Background
Information System Services (1.295.145)
• Issued: June 2019
• Updated Interpretation
• Effective: January 1, 2021
• Early implementation is allowed

• Background:
• Formerly “Information Systems Design,
Implementation, or Integration”
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Scope
• Applies to all attest engagements, including those
in which the subject matter of the engagement is
not financial statements.
• In these cases, the member should define a financial
information system as any information system that is
subject to the member’s attest procedures.
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Definition ‐ Financial Information System
Financial Information System
• A financial information system (FIS) is a system that
aggregates source data underlying the financial statements
or generates information that is significant to either the
financial statements or financial processes as a whole
• An FIS includes a tool that calculates results unless the:
• tool performs only discrete calculations;
• attest client evaluates and accepts responsibility for the input and assumptions; and
• attest client has sufficient information to understand the calculation and the results.
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Definitions
Designing
• Designing an information system means determining how a system or
transaction will function, process data, and produce results (for
example, reports, journal vouchers, and documents such as sales and
purchase orders) to provide a blueprint or schematic for the
development of software code (programs) and data structures.
Developing
• Developing an information system entails creating software code, for
individual or multiple modules, and testing such code to confirm it is
functioning as designed.
26
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Add’l Definitions
Commercial Off‐The‐Shelf (COTS)
• COTS refers to software developed, distributed, maintained,
and supported by an entity or entities that are not the member
or member’s firm (a third‐party vendor), sometimes referred to
as an “off‐the‐shelf” package or solution.
• COTS solutions have generally referred to traditional on‐
premise software that runs on a customer’s own computers or
on a third‐party vendor’s “cloud” infrastructure.
• COTS solutions range from software packages that require only
installation on a computer and are ready to run to large‐scale,
complex enterprise applications.
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Not a Financial Information System
• When performing design, development, or
implementation services described in this
interpretation for an attest client that are not
related to an FIS, threats would be at an acceptable
level provided all requirements of the "Nonattest
Services" are met, including that the attest client
has not outsourced a function, process, or activity
to the member, which would result in the member
assuming a management responsibility.
28
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“Related to FIS”
• To determine whether a nonattest service is related to an FIS, members
should consider all relevant factors, such as whether the nonattest service
will affect:
• System controls or system output that will be subject to attest procedures.
• A system that generates data that are used as input to the financial statements,
including data or information that is either reflected in or used in determining
amounts and disclosures included in the FS.
• A data‐gathering system, such as an analytical or reporting tool, that is used in
assist management’s decision‐making in making about matters that could
significantly affect financial reporting.
• A system that is part of the attest client’s internal controls over financial reporting,
including information systems used to effect internal controls over financial
reporting (for example, a system used to ensure that information produced for the
financial statements is accurate).
• However, systems used only in connection with controlling the efficiency and effectiveness
of operations are considered unrelated to the financial statements & accounting records.
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Design or Develop FIS
• When a member designs or develops an attest
client’s FIS, threats would not be at an acceptable
level and could not be reduced to an acceptable
level by the application of safeguards and
independence would be impaired.
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Implementing COTS FIS
• Implementation services involve activities related to an attest
client's information systems after the design and development
of the system.
• Can include installing, configuring, interfacing, customizing,
& data translation.
• Implementation ceases when the system is available on a
regular basis to the attest client for its intended use.
• Services that are performed post‐implementation, such as the
maintenance, support, and monitoring of the system, are not
implementation services.
31
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Implementing COTS FIS
• Threats created by certain COTS implementation
services related to the attest client's FIS may be
reduced to an acceptable level by the application of
safeguards.
• However, in other situations, threats would be
significant and could not be reduced to an acceptable
level by the application of safeguards.
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Installing COTS FIS
• To install a COTS FIS software solution means the
initial loading of software on the client’s designated
hosting site.
• Software configuration, integration, and conversion
activities may follow installation.

• When a member installs a COTS FIS software solution,
threats would be at an acceptable level, provided all
requirements of the Nonattest Services.
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Configure COTS FIS
• To configure a COTS FIS software solution means inputting the
client‐selected features, functionality options, and settings within
the third‐party vendor’s software, which determines how the
software will perform certain transactions and process data.
• Configuration options may also include selecting the predefined
format of certain data attributes and the inclusion or exclusion of
such attributes.
• However, if the member were to design or develop new software code
or features to modify or alter the functionality of the COTS software
solution in ways not predefined by the third‐party vendor, this would
be considered designing or developing activities (prohibited).
34
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Configure COTS FIS
• When a member configures a COTS FIS software
solution based on client‐selected features,
functionality options, and settings within the third‐
party vendor’s software, threats would be at an
acceptable level provided all requirements of the
Nonattest Services are met.
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Customize COTS FIS
• To customize a COTS FIS software solution means to modify
or enhance altering or adding to the features and functions
in ways that go beyond the provided for by the vendor, that
go beyond all options provided by the third‐party vendor
available when configuring the COTS software solution.
• Modification involves altering the COTS software solution
code to change or add to the functionality provided by the
third‐party vendor.
• Enhancements involve developing new code, external to the
COTS software solution, that works in concert with the COTS
software solution to provide altered or additional functionality.
36
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Customize COTS FIS
• If a member customizes an attest client’s COTS FIS
software solution, threats would not be at an
acceptable level and could not be reduced to an
acceptable level by the application of safeguards;
independence would be impaired.
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Interface COTS FIS
• Providing interface services for a COTS FIS software solution
means connecting two or more systems by designing and
developing software code that passes data from one system
to another.
• Interfaces may flow in one direction or be bidirectional.
• Interfaces may involve the performance of an end‐to‐end
transaction or they may pass data from one system to another.

• If a member provides interface services for a COTS FIS
software solution, threats would not be at an acceptable
level and could not be reduced to an acceptable level by the
application of safeguards.
38
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Interface COTS FIS Cont’d

Exception:

• If a member uses an third‐party vendor’s application,
such as an application programming interface (API),
to interface legacy or COTS FIS software solutions,
threats to independence would be at an acceptable
level, provided the member will not be designing or
developing code for the application to work and all
requirements of the "Nonattest Services" are met.
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Data Translation COTS FIS
• Performing data translation services for a COTS FIS
software solution involves designing and developing the
rules or logic necessary to convert legacy system
data to a format compatible with that of the new system.
• If a member performs data translation services for a
COTS FIS software solution, threats would not be at an
acceptable level and could not be reduced to an
acceptable level by the application of safeguards and
independence would be impaired.
40
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Data Translation COTS FIS Cont’d

Exception:

• If a member uses an third‐party vendor’s API
application, such as an API, to perform data
translation services for a COTS FIS software
solution, threats would be at an acceptable level,
provided the member will not be designing or
developing code for the application to work and all
requirements of the "Nonattest Services" are met.
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System and Network Maintenance, Support, & Monitoring
• Maintenance, support, and monitoring services are activities
that are provided after a financial or nonfinancial system or
network is implemented.
• If post‐implementation services involve the attest client
outsourcing an ongoing function, process, or activity to the
member that would result in the member assuming a
management responsibility, compliance with the “Independence
Rule” would not be at an acceptable level and could not be
reduced to an acceptable level by the application of safeguards
and independence would be impaired.
42
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System and Network Maintenance, Support, & Monitoring
Examples of ongoing services include when the member directly or
indirectly does the following:
• Operates the attest client's network (managing attest client’s systems or software
applications)
• Supervises client personnel involved in the operation of the attest client's information
systems
• Has responsibility for monitoring or maintaining the attest client's network performance
• Operates or manages the attest client’s information technology help desk
• Has responsibility to perform ongoing network maintenance, such as updating virus
protection solutions, applying routine updates and patches, or configuring user settings
• Has responsibility for maintaining the security of the attest client’s networks and systems
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System and Network Maintenance, Support, & Monitoring
• Independence will not be impaired provided all
requirements of the "Nonattest Services" are met and
the maintenance, support, or monitoring services are
individually separate, distinct, and not ongoing
engagements in which the attest client has outsourced no
function, process, or activity to the member that would
result in the member assuming a mgmt. responsibility.
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System and Network Maintenance, Support, & Monitoring
Examples of services that would not impair independence may
include any of the following services:
• Analyzing a network and providing observations or recommendations
• Applying virus protection solutions/updates that the member didn’t
design/develop
• Applying certain updates and patches that the member did not design or develop
• Providing advice, training, or instruction on a software solution
• Assessing the design or operating effectiveness of an attest client’s security over
information technology systems
• Assessing the attest client’s information technology security policies or practices
45
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State & Local
Government Affiliates
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State & Local Government Interpretation
State and Local Government Client Affiliates
(1.224.020)
• Issued: June 2019
• New Interpretation
• Effective:
• For years beginning after December 15, 2020
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Application
• This interpretation applies to state and local
government entities that are FS attest clients.
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Definition
State and local government entities are entities whose generally
accepted accounting principles standard setter is GASB.
Examples of state and local government entities include:
• general purpose governments and special purpose governments

Examples of general‐purpose governments include:
• states, counties, cities, towns, villages, and Indian tribes

Examples of special purpose governments include:
• cemetery districts, school districts, universities and colleges, utilities, hospitals or
other health care organizations, public airports, public housing authorities, financing
authorities, public transportation systems, public employee retirement systems
(PERSs), post‐employment benefit plans, pension plans, public‐entity risk pools,
external investment pools, state tuition programs, and other special districts
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Clarification
• When an interpretation of the Independence Rule is
applied in a state or local government environment
and the interpretation uses terminology that is not
applicable in this environment, the member should
use professional judgment to determine if there is an
equivalent term.
• i.e. certain interpretations use the phrase “officer, director,
or owner of the attest client.”
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Affiliate
• An affiliate of a FS attest client exists in all following situations:
• The entity is included in the FS attest client’s FS and the member
or member’s firm does not make reference to another auditor’s
report on the entity.
• The entity is included in the FS attest client’s FS, the member or
member’s firm makes reference to another auditor’s report on
the entity, and
• the entity is material to the FS attest client’s FS as a whole and
• the FS attest client has more than minimal influence over the entity’s
accounting or financial reporting process.
• There is a rebuttable presumption that the FS attest client has more
than minimal influence over the accounting or financial reporting
process of funds and blended component units.
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Affiliate Cont’d
• The entity is a material excluded entity, and the FS attest
client has more than minimal influence over the entity’s
accounting or financial reporting process.
• The investor, which is either the FS attest client or an affiliate,
has an investment in an investee when the investor either
• controls the investee, unless the investment in the investee is
trivial and clearly inconsequential to the FS attest client’s FS as a
whole, or
• has significant influence over the investee and the investment in
the investee is material to the FS attest client’s FS as a whole.
52
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Considerations
• An entity is intended to be broadly defined and
can include funds, component units, departments,
agencies, programs, organizational units, fiduciary
activities, custodial activities, employee benefit
plans, and suborganizational units of the preceding
entities.
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Investment Defined
Investment

• An investment is a security or other asset that an
investor, which is either the FS attest client or an
affiliate, holds primarily for the purpose of income or
profit and has a present‐service capacity based solely
on its ability to generate cash or to be sold to
generate cash.
• Includes equity method investments
54
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Not Investments
Not considered investments for purposes of this interpretation:
• Interests obtained by an investor as a result of an action by a third party, such
as through a bequest or a grant, and that the investor does not intend to
retain and does not retain for more than a reasonable period of time given the
temporary nature of the investment
• Equity interests in joint ventures, partnerships, LLCs, or other types of entities
where the investor’s principal purpose is to directly enhance its ability to
provide governmental services
• Equity interests in component units where the investor’s principal purpose is
to directly enhance its ability to provide governmental services
• Interests that would otherwise be considered an entity
55
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Interpretation
• Financial interests in, and other relationships with,
affiliates of a FS attest client may create threats to a
member’s compliance with the “Independence Rule.”
• Members should apply the “Independence Rule” and
related interpretations applicable to a FS attest client
to their affiliates with certain exceptions.
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Nonaffiliates
• If the member encounters circumstances or
relationships that may create threats to independence,
the member should apply the Conceptual Framework
for Independence to evaluate whether threats are at
an acceptable level.
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Examples of such circumstances or relationships:
• A covered member’s immediate family member is in a key position with a nonaffiliate
that includes the FS attest client in its FSs and the nonaffiliate provides accounting staff,
shares financial information systems, or establishes internal controls over financial
reporting for the attest client.
• The member or member’s firm is considering providing financial information system
design services to a nonaffiliate in which the same financial information system would
also be used by the FS attest client.
• A covered member has a financial interest in a nonaffiliate that includes the FS attest
client in its FS, and the nonaffiliate prepares the FS for the FS attest client.
• The FS attest client participates in a public‐private partnership or joint venture that
does not meet the definition of an investment in paragraph .03c of this interpretation.
A covered member has a financial interest in an organization that is also involved with
the public‐private partnership or joint venture.
• A covered member owns utility bonds issued by a nonaffiliate, and the FS attest client is
responsible for payment of the utility bond debt service.
• A covered member owns conduit debt issued by the FS attest client on behalf of a
nonaffiliate. The conduit debt is not accounted for on the FS of the FS attest client, and
the debt service is paid by the nonaffiliate.
58
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Exception
• The member and member’s firm may provide prohibited
nonattest services to material excluded entities and entities
when making reference to other auditor during the period of the
professional engagement or during the period covered by the FS
provided that it is reasonable to conclude that the services do
not create a self‐review threat with respect to the FS attest client
because the results of the nonattest services will not be subject
to the covered member’s FS attest procedures.
• For any other threats created by the provision of the nonattest
services that are not at an acceptable level, the member should
apply safeguards to eliminate or reduce the threats to an
acceptable level.
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Best Effort
• A member must expend best efforts to obtain the information
necessary to identify affiliates of a FS attest client.
• If, after expending best efforts, a member is unable to obtain the
information to determine which entities are affiliates of a FS attest
client, threats would be at an acceptable level and independence
would not be impaired if the member does all of the following:
• discusses the matter, including the potential impact on independence,
with those charged with governance;
• documents the results of that discussion and the efforts taken to obtain
the information; and
• obtains written assurance from the FS attest client that it is unable to
provide the member with the information necessary to identify the
affiliates of the FS attest client.
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Case Studies
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Case Study 1 ‐ Quid Pro Quo
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Case 2: Compensation Discovery
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What Questions
Do You Have?
Melisa F. Galasso
Chief Executive
Melisa@galassolearningsolutions.com
https://galassolearningsolutions.com
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